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Randy Pickle, president of the Off-Campus
Board. [photo by John Simms]
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Blackout savings shown
by Glen Chase
Staff writer
Despite initial reports that the No-Lights
Day held on Oct. I was a flop, new data
indicates that from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., the
university saved more than 6,000 kilowatts
of electricity.
Physical Plant Director Alan Lewis said
the demand meter readings for the day,
compared to those for Sept. 24, show a
substantial drop in the amount of electricity used.
Lewis cited inaccurate readings by the
electrician accounting for the initial report
that the university used 5.000 more kw
than on the previous Monday. "The
electrician doesn't read the meters at the
same time every day. This could possibly
account for the difference," Lewis said.
First reports indicated a total of 78,200
kw used on the conservation day, compared to 73,200 used on Sept. 24. This
would normally represent an increased cost
of $175.

Two demand meters, supplied by the
Bangor Hydro-electric monitored the use of
electricity over the day. The data was
compiled last Monday and savings were
shown.
The actual savings to the university were
approximately $210. "This doesn't sound
like much," Lewis said, "but if you
multiplied it by ten days, you'd have saved
$2,100. If we could do it for a year, then
we'd have saved something." Electricity
costs to the university currently run at 3.5
cents per kw, which is up from two cents
last year.
"We've accomplished our intent of
making people aware of the over-use of
electricity on this campus," he added.
Lewis said there are plans in the works to
start shutting off unnetessary lights all
over campus.
Lewis said he would start with shutting
down half the lighting in his office; then
one-half the lights in President Kenneth
Allen's office and then right down through
the organization.

"There's more space there than meets the
eye,- Mickalide said.
"Luna Base isn't really close to anything
The Off Campus Board is "looking to
or anybody," Mickalide said citing one
buy a building," according to President
reason favoring the purchase of the
Randy Pickle. The building would be used
Rivendale. Price is another factor go in the
to house OCB's food co-op and laundradecision
for the purchase of the Rivendale.
mat.
which would cost $40,000.
"Owning something in the town of
Pickle said, at this point, "It's all a
Orono itself would make the purchase of
matter of money." "Eventually, the
the Rivendale a lasting benefit to the
building will hopefully include a bicycle
student," Mickalide said. The amount of
repair shop and a restaurant," said Chris
money slipping through the hands of the
Grimes, OCB vice president.
senate coupled with the amount spent on
According to Pickle, the need for a
food by students would give the purchase
building is due to the large number of
some tangency. Mickalide said. "There
students involved in the food co-op
would be something there to show for all
program. now working out of OCB's office
the money spent," he added.
in the union. "It's (co-op program) just
Pickle cited the Luna Base One as more
growing out of the office," he said, "and
desirable although more costly.
we need someplace to put the laundramat
If the senate were to invest in the idea, it
finally."
could do so only after a vote by the student
Buildings being considered for purchase
body was taken to either approve or
by OCB are Luna Base One and the
disapprove of the proposal, Pickle said.
Rivendale, both in Orono.
The co-op going under the name P.Nuts
"It's an idea we've had since we first
is similar to the co-op program that existed
starting working in OCB," Grimes said. in the Ram's Horn, now
defunct, "It's a
"Our major concern is the laundramat and
revitalization of the idea," Grimes said.
finding a place for it," he added.
Pickle brought the idea before the
According to Pickle, the cost ot the
Wednesday night's cabinet meeting and
building and renovations needed to turn it
found it favorable viewed. "They thought
into a co-op and laundramat is roughly
it was a good way to spend our money." he
$250,000.
said.
-'Money has been partially committed by
Pickle said it could only work if there was
the cabinet (last spring) for a student
a promise for continued support (from the
interested in working on an energy-efficsenate) financially in the next few years.
ient laundramat," said Mark Mickalide. an
"If they (senate) would agree to pay the
off-campus sen ^tor.
mortgage on the building until it was paid
Luna Base, costing $124,000, would be off." Pickle said, it
would eventuall
a better investment due to its parking
become a profit-making investment for the
facilities and expansion possibilities. senate.

You take the high road
by Glen Chase
Staff writer

"I was aiming for a deadline to be off the
trail by Oct. 15 because that is when Baxter
State Park is closed," he said.
Once he found out that he was ahead of
schedule, Murdock slowed down. He said
when he reached the Maine portion of the
trail, he started to take whole days off just
to relax and fish.

Most people who graduate from UMO
either go right to work, or if they are lucky,
have a few weeks off before they do have to
report for work.
Jeff Murdock, played it a little different.
He went hiking this summer on the 2,100
mile Appalachian Trail so he could get his
The Portsmouth, New Hampshire, nphead together before "jumping into the
tive said that he met quite a few people on
professional world."
the trail, so that he never did really have to
Murdock's hike started last May right
hike alone. Murdock said he met "Hiking
after graduation when he thumbed rides
purists" who wouldn't dare miss walking a
down to Springer Mountain, Georgia,
single inch of the trail to "crazies" who
where the trail begins. He eventually
tried to walk the trail nude or pose for
walked approximately 1,700 miles on the
rangers.
trail ending his journey on top of Mt.
Katandin, Oct. 1.
"I met this one old lady named
Elizabeth. She was 67 and had walked.
"I didn't do the whole trail because of
re-routing to avoid the city portions of the trail from Georgia to Maine. When I met
trail." said the small, thin mechanical her, she was on her way back to Georgia on
engineering graduate.
foot. That's pretty amazing." Murdock
Murdock said he averaged 20 to 25 miles said.
a day on the trail when he first started out.
[see Appalachian p. 9]

Students took advantage ofthe year's
first snowfall to drain up
another playerfor the
field hockey team. (photo by Andrea
Magoon)
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Campus rolls up a sleeve to top all donor efforts
by Joyce Swearingen
Sean Brodrick
Staff writers

taken out of the blood and its remaining
components are frozen. Once frozen, they
can be kept on hand for long periods of
time without spoiling."

"UMO is the largest and most active
blood bank contributor in New England."
according to David C. Hign,ins, Red Cross
Public Relations representative for UMO.
Approximately 100 units (pints) of whole
blood are need each day by people in
Northern Maine, and about 250 units are
needed statewide. Some of this comes from
UMO.
Last year UMO contributed 300 pints of
blood and 15 percent of those eligible to
donate blood did, according to Higgins.
Most of the blood collected at UMO is
done by the brothers at Alpha Phi Omega
and the sisters of Gamma Sigma Sigma, in
conjunction with the Red Cross.
Jeoff. Miller. a junior here at UMO and
APO historian said, No one supplier can
meet all of Maine's needs. Besides all the
collections made in Maine, we even have to
get some from Massachusetts."
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Organizers of the blood drives at UMO
have said there is currently a dangerously
low blood supply in this area. According to
Don Dudley, there is only a one-day supply
of most types. Types 0 negative and 0
positive are being given only in emergencies. Dudley urged students to visit the
bloodmobile today at Aroostook Hall.
There will also be a bloodmobile at Knox.
but Dudley stressed volunteers are most
needed at Aroostook.
A public service of Alpha Phi Omega,
Gamma Sigma Sigma and the Maine
Cum.:4-
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Men!--Women!

on ships! American, Foreign.
ia Jobs
No experience required. Excellent
I pay. Worldwide travel. Summer job
:or career. Send $3.00 for informae tion. SEAFAX. Dept. E-15 Box 2049.
a Port Angeles, Washington 98362.
a
Ir
a IMPROVE YOUR GRADES'
a Send S1.00 for your 306-page catalog
: of collegiate research. 10.260 topics
a listed. Box 2.51)47G. loa Amelia*,
: Cdthraia, 901:13.S. (213 4V
-8726J
ir
ilt Immediate opening for work-study
is student. Clerk II at $3.16 per hr.
a
a
Prior office experience essential.
or Duties: Xeroxing 'mailing informsis
a lion, running errands, light typing.
a
e and miscellaneous other duties. Call
IL 581-7446 for further information,

UMO is the largest blood doner group in New England thanks to efforts like this
fraternity blood drive and bloodmobiles today in Aroostook and Knox Halls. [photo by
Andrea Magoon)

Evenfs----

7,5
dog.
Wednesday. October 10
Bloodmobile today-Knox and Aroostook.
USM-"Women in management conference. Ride leaves at 6 a.m. Call 2560.
Small college conference-Dow Hall. BCC.
9 a.p.-3:15 p.m. Forensic workshop,
Memorial Union.
12 acion Wildlife Seminar. Steve Katona,
College of the Atlantic-"Whales."
3:30 p.m. Women's Tennis vs. Bates
3:30 p.m. Women's volleyball vs. Bates
3:30 p.m. Study Skills Seminar, South
Bangor Lounge, Union.
4 p.m. Last OCB, IDB, Patch House,
PHDC. DSOC Youth Section meeting.

6:45 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. World Hunger
Education Discussion. MCA Center.
7 and 9:15 p.m. IDB Movie-"Hooper" 130
Little Hall.
7:30 p.m. NBC Short Story-"Honor" by
William Faulkner
WMEB-FM 91.9, 10 p.m. "Thirsty Ear"
featuring John Cougar

marijuana. Mills was not arrested,
he was summonsed. We regret the
error.
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Addressers Wanted Immediately! Work at 2
a
home—no e xperience necessary—
ssary—
s
excellent pay.
. W rite American Seta
s
vice. 8350 Park Lane, Suite 127.
a
s
Dallas. TX, 75231.
a
WORKSTUDY
s
Administrative Aid Pushaw Lake ,
311
Interlocal committee. environmental
..
31
background helpful. Salary/hours
flexible. Some travel. Call 945-6872. :
CONTACT LENS WEARERS. Save :
on brand name hard be soft teas
II
'applies. Send for free illustrated
i
catalog. Contact Lens Supplies. Box
2
1453. Phoenix, Arizona 85011.
a
2
a
The Levinson Center is a small state
s
residential facility in Bangor and is
II
in need of volunteers. Many college
Zi.
students are very generous in the
i
giving of themselves and their time :
to these special children. Your
3
cooperation in helping us to fill our
S
needs in volunteer help would be
a
111
sincerely app
appreciated b y all staff
a
2
concerned here at the Center.
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Going Your Way
Maine Campus Ride Board

Name: Heidi Holland
Address: 309 Kennebec
Destination:
Connecticut: Hartford or New Haven
area
and/or Rhode Island, U.R.I. Christmas break
Date needed: Thanksgiving and Oct.
Name: Lori Jennings
Address: 101 Penobscot
Phone: 7083
Destination: Ride for two(2) to
Hartford, Ct. area for October
break (return also).

Name: Dawn Huston
Address: 204 Androscoggin Hall
Destination: Merrimack College,
North Andover (Haverhill) Mass.
Date Needed: October break Wed.
Oct 24--28.
Name: Dan Pitrovich
Address: 404 Corbett
Phone #: 581-7400
Destination: Northwestern Massachusetts, preferably the Berkshires
or Southern Vermont
Time: Christmas break (Semester
break)
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Sutton Room, Union. All welcome.
5 to 7 p.m. Cutler Center preventative
medicine program-Gannett Hall.
6 to 6:45 p.m. Vegitarian Pot-Luck Dinner.
MCA Center.

correction
In Tuesday's Police Blotter, we
mistakenly reported Jeffrey P. Mills
was arrested for possession of
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blood plasma and containing anitbodies is
used for the prevention of infectious
diseases. Hemophiliacs, those who have
bleeding problems, use frozen plasm.
Platelets are also used for bleeding
disorders.

Alpha Phi Omega and Gamma Sigma
Sigma rotate their weekly blood drive from
complex to complex every week. They are
grateful for every pint they get, for though
Maine's blood banks are in good shape, as
one Red Cross worker said in last week's
blood drive, "We can always use more."
Last week's drive was at Androscoggin hall
in Stewart Complex. Deena, a donator,
said she gave blood because "It is
something you can do for someone else."
Lee, a student from Gannett Hall, said
"Some friends talked me into the first
time," but that his latest donation was
voluntary.

"We collected 425 pints of blood that
day." Higgins said.
Higgins explained what happens to
donated blood. "Blood, once donated, is
refrigerated, and it goes through a freezing
process later. In this process the water is

Join
the
Bloodline

New England'

"One pint of blood can save more than
one life." Higgins said.

The largest blood drawing ever held in
New England was the Greek Weekend
blood bank last Arpil.

.0.

contributor in

There is a fee for blood obtained from
the Red Cross. This fee covers the cost of
recruitment, collection, processing and
testing distribution and storage, and
general operations.

"The supply is critical," Higgins said.
"Hospitals in the northern regions use
close to 100 pints of blood perday. We hope
to top last year's figures to help meet the
constant demand for blood."
"National statistics show that three
percent of the people who are eligible to
give blood do give," Higgins said.
"UMO's donor average is five times
greater than the national average."

.
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'LIMO is the largest and
most active blood bank

Those not eligible to give blood weigh
less than 110 lbs., have donated less than
eight weeks previously, have heart disease, have recently taken penicillin, or
have had dental surgery in the past three
days.

'One pint of blood can

'IC

The Red Cross has many uses for your
blood and its components. Whole blood
and red cells are used for surgery, accident
victims, and other medical *conditions.
Serum Albumin is used for shock and
severe burns. Gamma Goblin contained in
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University sheep maimed by dogs
"once a dog develops the habit, it's very
hard to break him of it." No other animals
have been attacked by dogs yet, Giggs
Two university sheep, valued at $80 said.
each, were maimed by a dog or dogs while
Dogs caught chasing and killing domespastured at the experimental center behind
ticated or protected animals, according to
Hilltop.
law, may be destroyed if caught hi the act.
The two sheep, part of a herd of 31 being
The second attack, occured on Sept. 29.
used for experimental parasite studies by
This time there were no witnesses. The
Dr. Harold Gibbs, suffered serious damage same dog
was captured, but was not seen
from the dog attacks on Sept. 22 and 29. attacking sheep this
time.
"One or both of the sheep may have to
be destroyed," Gibbs said. One of the
"The dog has been returned to its
sheep still cannot walk, he added.
owner, who has taken the dog far off
campus," said Officer Dunton. Dunton
On Sept. 22, one dog, described by
refused to name the owner, who "was very
Campus Police officer Forest Dunton as a concerned"
and "because the dog's
"cross between a husky and a shepherd,"
involvement
in
the second attack was only
was seen and captured by Campus Police
circumstantial."
Officer Jameson.
by Gary Pearce
Staff writer

Police said the dog, owned by a York
Village student, was the only dog seen
attacking the sheep. Dunton claimed the
dog was "friendly" and a "family-type"
dog. Police said they had no trouble
capturing the dog.

like this
photo by

Dr. Gibbs says he's worried, because

Had the dog been caught attacking
sheep a second time, he "would have
needed to be destroyed," Dunton said.
Last weekend, according to Gibbs, no
sheep were attacked. Gibbs is not planning
on taking legal action to recover for
damages.

Way, way off the beaten track
Two sheepfrom this University experimental herd were seriously maimed t.
dog. [photo by Mitch Tarr]
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Responsibility apart o
special leadership class
by Jon Simms
The key to a successful organization is
organization. Whether running a fraternity house, setting up a bloodmobile, or
putting out a campus newspaper, getting
the job done requires people working
together effectively.
The Student Affairs Office is now
offering a student leadership workshop
designed to help create and maintain
organizations that are successful. The
workshop is free and open to all interested
students "with positions of responsibility.''
The first of the workshop sessions was
held last Thursday. However, two more
sessions are planned for the 1 1 th and the
Sessions run from
18th of October.
2:30-4:30 p.m., and are held in the North
Lown Room of the Memorial Union.
Students may attend any one, or all three
of the sessions if they wish.
Gabrielle Brown. Memorial Union Program Coordinator, is the originator of the
leadership workshop idea. Ms. Brown,
with leaders from a wide variety of student
volunteer organizations, and says she has

gotten the impression that many of these
organizations could use some help in
becoming better organized.

(ZNS) If you think comic strips Such as
-Dick Tracy" and "Blondie" have been
around for awhile, listen to this.
Anthropologists in the Soviet Union
report they have discovered that our
ancestors of more than 5000 years ago were
following and enjoying a pre-historic series
of cartoon strips.
The drawings, discovered on a rock face

The presenters ot the workshop are
experienced organizers working on a
volunteer basis. They are: Don Callan,
Bureau of Public Resources Organizational
Development; Rosemary Cafferella, Assistant Dean of Graduate School; and
Warren Burns, Associate Professor of
Speech, Organizational Communications
and Public Relations.
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• Adidas Lady Runner
• Adidas lady TRX
• Saucony Ms. Gripper
• Saucony lady Dove
• Tiger Montreal II
• Puma Easy Rider
• Puma CyFlone
• Adidas SL72
• Adidas Formular 1

REG

SALE

$43.95
32.95
23.95
21.95
32.00
38.95
21.95
35;95
29.95

$29.95
22.95
16.75
15.35
22.00
26.95
14.95
25.17
20.95

ORONO

Stanley Kubrides ("2001,- "Dr,
Strangelove") hauntingly frightening and probably realistic look at
the future here on earth. A chilling tale of the search for freedom
in a 1984-like society, of ultra violence and passively violent
order, and the diversions that
may amuse or terrify us tomorrow!
A black but lustrous comedy starring Malcolm McDowell.
Shown at 7 & 9:20 pm.
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Where You Get a Side Order of Fun
Take 1-95 South to Herman
• I
Exit. Turn Right at light
cikQUI1A 1) ))0
200 yds on Right.
,
rj
knl
y .
248 Odlin Rd., Bangor
--)

FALL SHOE CLEARANCE
EtTeTe 30%

Elie

The drawings, done in a series of panels,
show adults and children wading into
lakes, assembling fence-like traps and
catching fish. Neither Snoopy nor Charlie
Brown is depicted.

MAINE'S AR T & REPERTORY CINEMA
Orono Mall Stillwater Ave. 827-7216

In addition to helping student leaders
run their organizations more effectively,
the workshops are aimed at helping people
to be satisfied with the organization that
they're in.
"What it basically boils down to," said
Brown, "is that when you join an
organization and you become a part of it,
not only do you want to try to do as good a
job as possible and make that organization
as effective as possible. but you want to be
happy while you're doing it. You joined for
that purpose, and you want to satisfy that
purpose as well as the organization's
purpose."

near lakes near the Ural Mountains in
Russia, reportedly show how stone-age
humans went fishing more than SO
centuries ago.

,

Every Tuesday Every Wednesday
8-12
8-12
Talent Nite
Is College Nite
Where the Beer
Price is Right!

Show Your Stuff
But Not in the Buff

Every Wed.& Fri. Every Monday
Nite
All You Can Eat
Football
of Fish 'N Fries
On Our GiantT.V.
$2.85
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Gerry Scott
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Power struggle
UMO students apparently are willing to
leave their futures in the hands of 20
classmates.
Members of the local Penobscot Valley
Energy Alliance traveled to Seabrook,
N.H. this past weekend to attempt to
occupy the site of the proposed nuclear
power plant.
They went to publicize the nuclear
industry's stumbling inability to answer
the ver serious questions surrounding
nuclear power.
The rest of the student body stayed
home.
Too much studying to do.
Had to watch the baseball playoffs.
Wanted to sleep late.
Fortunately, there are still some
students with a conscience.
The 20 members of the Alliance proved
their point.
Their trip down was yet another
statement that people — some people at
least — don't want nuclear power. They
don't want its benefits until somebody

tells them more about disposal of
radioactive waste, about the possibilities
of cancer and about the safeguards
against disasters that could be caused by
human error.
Indications are nuclear power will be
the issue of the 1980s.
Members of the Penobscot Valley
Energy Alliance aren't waiting that long.
They know we can't. They know things
have to be straightened out before moving
ahead any further on nuclear power plant
licensing.
They know there is something
drastically wrong when a paper clip is
used to keep open a switch controlling an
automatic valve in a power plant, as was
done at a Virginia power plant last week.
The headline on the Maine Campus
story Monday was inaccurate. The
Seabrook protest wasn't "weak."
It was strong.
Many questions are unanswered.
The protest must be made even
stronger.
D.W.

Positive change
Acting president Kenneth W. Allen has
wasted no time in making a positive
change for UMO and progressive ideals
with his recent appointment of a highly
qualified black woman, Donna Brown as
acting dean of the Graduate School.
No doubt other talented individuals
applied for the job.
But Allen realizes UMO has set a poor

example this decade in affirmative action
in leadership positions.
UMO needs people like Donna Brown
She will be an example to all that
women have arrived as administrators,
that minorities can overcome barriers to
make the grade.
Allen has shown leadership.

Killer weed
Our congratulations to the editorial staff of the Maine Campus for
attempting a daily newspaper. Realizing the difficulty in Ailing .a 50
percent plus daily with topical.
relevant copy, the staff has allowed
the University of Maine Department
of Police and Safety a signed weekly
column.
This column will appear in addition to any news or feature items
the regular Campus staff and will be
written by police officers. The
aforementioned is not offered in the
form of an apology, but more as an
explanation of the writing style
which leaves not a little to be
desired.
Years of writing only "the facts"
and never in first person has left us
with a stilted style. I can apologize
for the grammer in advance. We are
not grammarians and the copy
editors may well leave the copy intact to allow the public a taste of our
folksy mannerisms.
One thing we will offer is
unlimited access to resources and we
hope that those precious few who do
read our column will help us by
recommending some provocative
topics for our research. (No, "why
did I get a ticket when I only left my
car parked on Registrar Collins desk
for 5 minutes?" does not constitute a
provocative question.)
As this is our first column and
wanting to be controversial from the
start, we have asked ourselves a
question. "Is marijuana harmful?"
At a meeting of forensic's scientists and medical examiners from
throughout the country, which was
held in Maine earlier this summer,
some of the leading doctors in the
nation concluded that marijuana
probably lead to deaths by motor
vehicle accidents.
A recent national television
broadcast reported marijuana has
almost ten times the carcinogens as
cigarette tobacco. Possession of
marijuana can cause an unhealthy
criminal record. Last, but not least,
scientific research proves reefer can
cause unusual behavior. In a recent
experiment often quoted by law
enforcement officials, the skull caps
were removed from five laboratory
mice and the gray matter was
surgically extricated. This gray
matter was mixed with one-quarter
ounce of ''killed weed" utilizing a
common blender. This mixture was
then carefully inserted back into the
cranium of the mice, which to the
chagrin of NORMAL leaders and
"High Times" editors, the mice
exhibited strange and often bizarre
behavior, unrefutable proof that
marijuana can cause brain damage.
If you have a question, serious or
otherwise, first write: Police Information, c/ Maine Campus, Orono,
Maine 04469.
Gerry Scott is a UMO Police
officer. His column appears here
Wednesdays.

D.W.

The University of Maine at Orono's student newspaper since 1875
The Maine Campus is published
daily at the University of Maine at
Orono. Editorial and business offices
are located at Suite 7A Lord Hall,
UMO, Orono, Maine. 04469. telephone 207-581-7531. Advertising
and subscription rates available
upon request. Printed at The Ellsworth American, Ellsworth, Maine,
04605.
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Mad at the world?

UP
ON
YOUR
SOAPBOX

Get up and
shout about it!
The Maine Campus welcomes letters
to the editor. Please keep them brief
and type them double-spaced. We
may have to edit letters for space,
clarity, taste, style, accuracy or libel.
Send them to us at Suite 7A, totd
Hall, UMO, Orono, Maine 04469.
Please include signature, phone
number and address. Names withheld in special circumstances.

You can't be right all the time
You speak of his statement as being
closeminded in today's society, yet it
seems that you yourself are displaying this
closemindedness.

To the Editor:

We are writing in response to the
voluminous articles and letters concerning
Dick Hewes and his statement regarding
homosexuality on campus.
Although we personally do not agree
with Dick's views on the subject, we feel
that he is entitled to his opinions no matter
what they may be. As President of the
student body, Dick is in the public eye.
With approximately 10,000 students on
campus. there are certain to be those
expressing opinions which differ from his.
It would be impossible for Dick to
represent the majority on every issue.

As you say, today's society is a very open
one. It's time for you to open up. Dan, and
accept the fact that people with views other
than your own have a right to express
them.

Judi Grant
Lisa Raymond
Beth Whitten
Hart Hall

Drink to dear old Maine!
To the Editor:
Back when Bennett and Jenness were
professors and not buildings the drinking
age was 21 in the fair state of Maine.
The fathers of the Big "0" declared a
school song that all could sing when
gathered together after hours. The song
was a big success. Rudy Vallee recorded it
and today by sending S8.95-to TV.Records
you can even get a version recorded by
Arthur Fiedler.
By the looks of your letters to the editor
however, a number of people have
forgotten this official school song.
The Stein Song
Fill the steins to dear old Maine!

Put the bit on critics
To the Editor:
Ever since I came to Maine four years
ago, I have been interested in the horse
program run by Jack Goater.
I enjoy stopping by the barn talking to
Jack and spending time around the horses.
The horses are in excellent shape and
are extremely well cared for. Jack Goater
is one of the most knowledgeab!e horse
experts I have ever spoken with and he is
concerned with each animal. To even

Life at the Big 0

Blind critics
To the Editor:
It is a pity that Mr. Gagnon (Letters to
the Editor—Maine Campus, Oct. 3) missed
the point of the campus-wide "No Lights
on Monday" project.
No one demanded that every light be
extinguished on that particular day;
instead, the university community was
urged to seek out and turn off the
unnecessary lights that are all too
prevalent on campus and to use less
sources
lighting
energy-demanding
wherever possible.
It certainly seemed a simple. logical, and
painless method to cut down on UMO's
electricity consumption. And the response
and cooperation were encouraging.
I'm confident that students, faculty,
secretaries, technicians, and food service
people were not so overzealous as to go
about their business in total darkness. It
appeared to work quite nicely here in
Deering Hall. which I assume is the same
Deering Hall that Mr. Gagnon wrote from.
Too often we respond to energy
problems with rhetoric. It's unfortunate
that when positive energy-saving steps are
taken they meet with cynical rhetoric.

Sincerely.
Rich Hansen
Dept. of Entomology
Deering Hall

Shout till the rafters ring! Stand and
DRINK a toast once again! Let every
loyal Maine man sing. DRINK to all
the happy hours. DRINK to the
careless days! DRINK to Maine our
Alma mater, the college of our hearts
always.
If these anti-alcohol preachers had their
way, the second floor of the library would
contain a tea cup collection and the school
song would be the stein song.
Myself. I'll take Ray Boston and a few
brews over a cup of coffee with Carl Pease
anytime.
Doug Hall
402 Gannett

insinuate that they are not receiving proper
treatment is grossly unfair.
At the risk of people saying I probably
know as much about horses as I do football,
I felt compelled to write this letter in
support of Jack and his program.

Sincerely,
Jack Bicknell
UMO Football Coach
Memorial Gym

Dan Warren

Why should we listen to the Pope?
The visit of Pope John Paul II to
the U.S. this month is another
reminder of what a crutch religion is
for thousands of people.
Ten million or so people saw him
on his recent swing through Amer
ica. Many went to see him for the
same reason Republicans would
show up to see Jimmy Carter.
He is. after all, President, isn't
he?
And John Paul is, after all. Pope,
isn't he?
I am a Protestant and confess to
always having been puzzled about
the attention and devotion the Pope
receives.
Ancient European history shows
the papacy has long been a strong
force in the formation of world
policy, but it seems many of his
stands are outdated.
I find many of the papacy's
positions to be double standards:
On one hand, he worries about
world overpopulation and starvation.
But on the other he remains
adamant against birth control.
On one hand, he wants people to
live free and happy lives and be
equal. But on the other he relegates
women to second-class status by
saying they still cannot be priests or
have the right to choose to have an
abortion.
I don't want to be sacreligious, but
who is he to tell people how to run

their lives?
And why, in this age of independent thinking, do so many people
dontinue to abide by his wishes and
suffer in the process.
History and democracy tell us to
question our institutions.
When the President makes a
proposal, we ask why.
When authority figures tell us to
continue traditions because they are
traditions, we ask why.
But when the Pope says junip,
many say, "How high?"
Many papal policies are based on
antiquated customs:
1) Women are subservient and
somehow a lesser sex, and
2) The governing body (whether the
White House, King Arthur's Court
or the Pope) knows best.

"...When the 'Pope says
jump, many say,
`How high?'"
Both thoughts are hopelessly
outdated and to continue to base
policy on them is cruel.
Somewhere in the Bible is a story
about women not being made from
man's foot or head to stand below or
above him, but being made from a
man's rib to stand beside and equal

him.
The Pope should abide by his own
Good Book.
The most disturbing thing about
the policies is the Church's unwillingness to listen to other ideas.
The last stop of the Pope's U.S.
tour was Washington. Holding Mass
on the mall near the Capitol, the
John Paul was challenged (rudely
albeit) on his belief women should
not be priests, his answer to the
woman's question?
He ignored her and continued
speaking.
A thousand years from now,
things will have changed.
The Church will allow indigent,
uneducated women abortions, thereby showing as much concern for the
born as the unborn.
-The Pope will urge birth control as
a necessary and sensible way to stem
overcrowding of the earth, and
women will be priests.
But until then, people will find
bowing to the rules is easier than
examining whether they are fair or
make sense. The Pope will continue
to do their thinking for them.
Religion will remain their crutch.
Dan Warren is the Maine Campus
editor. This column appears here
Wednesdays and Fridays.
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Power struggle
UMO students apparently are willing to
leave their futures in the hands of 20
classmates.
Members of the local Penobscot Valley
Energy Alliance traveled to Seabrook,
N.H. this past weekend to attempt to
occupy the site of the proposed nuclear
power plant.
They went to publicize the nuclear
industry's stumbling inability to answer
the ver serious questions surrounding
nuclear power.
The rest of the student body stayed
home.
Too much studying to do.
Had to watch the baseball playoffs.
Wanted to sleep late.
Fortunately, there are still some
students with a conscience.
The 20 members of the Alliance proved
their point.
Their trip down was yet another
statement that people — some people at
least — don't want nuclear power. They
don't want its benefits until somebody

tells them more about disposal of
radioactive waste, about the possibilities
of cancer and about the safeguards
against disasters that could be caused by
human error.
Indications are nuclear power will be
the issue of the 1980s.
Members of the Penobscot Valley
Energy Affiance aren't waiting that long.
They know we can't. They know things
have to be straightened out before moving
ahead any further on nuclear power plant
licensing.
They know there is something
drastically wrong when a paper clip is
used to keep open a switch controlling an
automatic valve in a power plant, as was
done at a Virginia power plant last week.
The headline on the Maine Campus
story Monday was inaccurate. The
Seabrook protest wasn't "weak."
It was strong.
Many questions are unanswered.
The protest must be made even
stronger.
D.W.

Positive change
Acting president Kenneth W. Allen has
wasted no time in making a positive
change for UMO and progressive ideals
with his recent appointment of a highly
qualified black woman, Donna Brown as
acting dean of the Graduate School.
No doubt other talented individuals
applied for the job.
But Allen realizes UMO has set a poor

example this decade in affirmative action
in leadership positions.
UMO needs people like Donna Brown
She will be an example to all that
women have arrived as administrators,
that minorities can overcome barriers to
make the grade.
Allen has shown leadership.

Killer weed
Our congratulations to the editorial staff of the Maine Campus for
attempting a daily newspaper. Realizing the difficulty in filling a SC
percent plus daily with topical,
relevant copy, the staff has allowed
the University of Maine Department
of Police and Safety a signed weekk
column.
This column will appear in addition to any news or feature items bN
the regular Campus staff and will be
written by police officers. The
aforementioned is not offered in the
form of an apology, but more as an
explanation of the writing style
which leaves not a little to be
desired.
Years of writing only "the facts"
and never in first person has left us
with a stilted style. I can apologize
for the grammer in advance. We are
not grammarians and the copy
editors may well leave the copy intact to allow the public a taste of our
folksy mannerisms.
One thing we will offer is
unlimited access to resources and v.e
hope that those precious few who do
read our column will help us by
recommending some provocative
topics for our research. (No, "why
did I get a ticket when I only left my
car parked on Registrar Collins desk
for 5 minutes?" does not constitute a
provocative question.)
As this is our first column and
wanting to be controversial from the
start, we have asked - ourselves a
question. Is marijuana harmful?"
At a meeting of forensic's scientists and medical examiners from
throughout the country, which was
held in Maine earlier this summer,
some of the leading doctors in the
nation concluded that marijuana
probably lead to deaths by motor
vehicle accidents.
A recent national television
broadcast reported marijuana has
almost ten times the carcinogens as
cigarette tobacco. Possession of
marijuana can cause an unhealthy
criminal record. Last, but not least,
scientific research proves reefer can
cause unusual behavior. In a recent
experiment often quoted by law
enforcement officials, the skull caps
were removed from five laboratory
mice and the gray matter was
surgically extricated. This gray
matter was mixed with one-quarter
ounce of -killed weed" utilizing a
common blender. This mixture was
then carefully inserted back into the
cranium of the mice, which to the
chagrin of NORMAL leaders and
"High Times" editors, the mice
exhibited strange and often bizarre
behavior, unrefutable proof that
marijuana can cause brain damage
If you have a question, serious or
otherwise, first write: Police Information, c/ Maine Campus, Orono.
Maine 04469.
Gerry Scott i5 a UMO Police
officer. Hi.; column appears here

D.W.
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The Maine Campus welcomes letters
to the editor. Please keep them brief
and type them double-spaced. We
may have to edit letters for space,
clarity, taste, style, accuracy pr libel.
Send them to us at Suite 7A, Lord
Hall, UMO, Orono, Maine 04469.
Please include signature, phone
number and address. Names withheld in special circumstances.

You can't be right all the time
You speak of his statement as being
closeminded in today's society, yet it
seems that you yourself are displaying this
closemindedness.

To the Editor:
We are writing in response to the
voluminous articles and letters concerning
Dick Hewes and his statement regarding
homosexuality on campus.
Although we personally do not agree
with Dick's views on the subject. we feel
that he is entitled to his opinions no matter
what they may be. As President of the
student body, Dick is in the public eye.
With approximately 10.000 students on
campus, there are certain to be those
expressing opinions which differ from his.
It would be impossible for Dick to
represent the majority on every issue.

As you say, today's society is a very open
one. It's time for you to open up, Dan, and
accept the fact that people with views other
than your own have a right to express
them.

Judi Grant
Lisa Raymond
Beth Whitten
Hart Hall

Drink to dear old Maine!
To the Editor:
Shout till the rafters ring! Stand and
Back when Bennett and Jenness were
DRINK a toast once again! Let every
professors anu not buildings the drinking
loyal Maine man sing. DRINK to all
age was 21 in the fair state of Maine.
the happy hours. DRINK to the
The fathers of the Big "0" declared a
careless days! DRINK to Maine our
school song that all could sing when
Alma mater, the college of our hearts
gathered together after hours. The song
always.
was a big success. Rudy Vallee recorded it
If these anti-alcohol preachers had their
and today by sending $8.95 to T.V. Recoids "Wiy-, the Second floor of the library would
you can even get a version recorded by
contain a tea cup collection and the school
Arthur Fiedler.
song would be the stein song.
By the looks of your letters to the editor
Myself, I'll take Ray Boston and a few
however, a number of people have
brews over a cup of coffee with Carl Pease
forgotten this official school song.
anytime.
Doug Hail
The Stein Song
402 Gannett
Fill the steins to dear old Maine!

Put the bit on critics
To the Editor:
Ever since I came to Maine four years
ago. I have been interested in the horse
program run by Jack Goater.
I enjoy stopping by the barn talking to
Jack and spending time around the horses.
The horses are in excellent shape and
are extremely well cared for. Jack Goater
is one of the most knowledgeable horse
experts I have ever spoken with and he is
concerned with each animal. To even

Blind critics
To the Editor:
It is a pity that Mr. Gagnon (Letters to
the Editor—Maine Campus, Oct. 3) missed
the point of the campus-wide "No Lights
on Monday" project.
No one demanded that every light be
extinguished on that particular day;
instead, the university community was
urged to seek out and turn off the
unnecessary lights that are all too
prevalent on campus and to use less
sources
lighting
energy-demanding
wherever possible.
It certainly seemed a simple, logical, and
painless method to cut down on UMO's
electricity consumption. And the response
and cooperation were encouraging.
I'm confident that students, faculty.
secretaries, technicians, and food service
people were not so overzealous as to go
about their business in total darkness. It
appeared to work quite nicely here in
Deering Hall. which I assume is the same
Deering Hall that Mr. Gagnon wrote from.
Too often we respond to energy
problems with rhetoric. It's unfortunate
that when positive energy-saving steps are
taken they meet with cynical rhetoric.

Sincerely,
Rich Hansen
Dept. of Entomology
Deering Hall

insinuate that they are not receiving proper
treatment is grossly unfair.
At the risk of people saying 1 probably
know as much about horses as I do football,
I felt compelled to write this letter in
support of Jack and his program.

Sincerely,
Jack Bicknell
UMO Football Coach
Memorial Gym

Dan Warren

Life at the Big 0

Or

Forno.

Get up and
shout about it!

Why should we listen to the Pope?
The visit of Pope John Paul II to
the U.S. this month is another
reminder of what a crutch religion is
for thousands of people.
Ten million or so people saw him
on his recent swing through Amer
ica. Many went to see him for the
same reason Republicans would
show up to see Jimmy Carter.
He is, after all, President, isn't
he?
And John Paul is, after all, Pope,
isn't he?
I am a Protestant and confess to
always having been puzzled about
the attention and devotion the Pope
receives.
Ancient European history shows
the papacy has long been a strong
force in the formation of world
policy, but it seems many of his
stands are outdated.
I find many of the papacy's
positions to be double standards:
On one hand, he worries about
world overpopulation and starvation.
But on the other he remains
adamant against birth control.
On one hand, he wants people to
live free and happy lives and be
equal. But on the other he relegates
women to second-class status by
saying they still cannot be priests or
have the right to choose to have an
abortion.
I don't want to be sacreligious, but
who is he to tell people how to run

their lives?
And why, in this age of independent thinking, do so many people
dontinue to abide by his wishes and
suffer in the process.
History and democracy tell us to
question our institutions.
When the President makes a
proposal, we ask why.
When authority figures tell us to
continue traditions because they are
traditions, we ask why.
But when the Pope says jump,
many say, "How high?"
Many papal policies are based on
antiquated customs:
1) Women are subservient and
somehow a lesser sex, and
2) The governing body (whether the
White House, King Arthur's Court
or the Pope) knows best.

"...When the 'Pope says
jump, many say,
'How high?'"
Both thoughts are hopelessly
outdated and to continue to base
policy on them is cruel.
Somewhere in the Bible is a story
about women not being made from
man's foot or head to stand below or
above him, but being made from a
man's rib to stand beside and equal

him.
The Pope should abide by his own
Good Book.
The most disturbing thing about
the policies is the Church's unwillingness to listen to other ideas.
The last stop of the Pope's U.S.
tour was Washington. Holding Mass
on the mall near the Capitol, the
John Paul was challenged (rudely
albeit) on his belief women should
not be priests, his answer to the
woman's question?
He ignored her and continued
speaking.
A thousand years from now,
things will have changed.
The Church will allow indigent,
uneducated women abortions, thereby showing as much concern for the
born as the unborn.
—The Pope will urge birth control as
a necessary and sensible way to stem
overcrowding of the earth, and
women will be priests.
But until then, people will find
bowing to the rules is easier than
examining whether they are fair or
make sense. The Pope will continue
to do their thinking for them.
Religion will remain their crutch.
Dan Warren is the Maine Campus
editor. This column appears here
Wednesdays and Fridays.
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You're not a good model
forced to be. But do you see the
To the Editor:
implications of such a position? The very
Dan Warren, you have abused two very
fine people of opposite perspective, but of freedom you are exercising is subverted by
similar character, namely, Dick Hewes and such irresponsibility.
As the editor of our daily campus
Ellen Weissman.
In responding to their admittedly newspaper, you set the tone for peer
careless statements (one shouldn't inti- dialogue. What you said in that role so far
mate to a reporter one's personal prejudi- has, in my opinion, been fairly decent in
ces), you have committed-the logical fallacy .most respects. But how you have saidit io of Argumentum ad Hominum, or abusive some instances has left very much to be
desired.
argument directed to the woman.
I think a simple apology for the
As the reference that I drew this out of
reads, the personal character of the defamation of character that you hay e
wo/ man is irrelevant to the truth or thoughtlessly committed against Dick and
Ellen is in order.
falsehood of what s/he says.
Lew Strickland
In using such labels as ignoramus, trash,
Kenduskeag Avenue
bigot, locust, and jackal, you are. I admit,
only living up to your self portrayal as a
Bangor
man who will not be responsible until he is

BCC is not a country club
To the Editor:

A member of the UMO Horseman's Club is intent upon what she is doing
at the
Organizational Fair. [photo by Mark ilunro[

Candidates must inform
To the Editor:
This is in response to the Maine
Campus statements regarding the voter
apathy.
As Chairperson of the Fair Election
Practice Committee (FEPC). I had the
difficult task of getting all those apathetic
voters to vote. I had no more luck than last
year's chairperson had. I tried a few new
ideas such as putting flyers around on the
day of elections reminding people to vote,
and taking out large ads in the Maine
Campus and The New Edition.
However, three of the ads, sent to the
Maine Campus. advertising for candidates
to sign up were never published. This,
possibly, could account for the small
number of candidates actually running in
the Senate elections.
After publicizing the elections to what I
felt should have been a sufficient extent. I
still hear the students comment that people

didn't know what day the elections were or
they didn't know where to vote.
Ads were run in the Campus during the
week of elections specifying voting locations and anyone who did not read the
Campus. but did eat at the dining
commons where posters were circulated
certainly should have known where to vote.
It is the duty of the FEPC to publicize the
elections and I feel it fulfilled this duty but
publicizing the candidates and their
platforms is strictly up to the candidates.
Lisa Pelkey
FEPC Chairperson

Editor's note:
We apologize for the ads not being
published. That advertising manager wa.;
replaced last month.

She's out in left field
To the Editor:

read one of Carol Saunders' columns
on
baseball.
To conclude my rebuttal, there are two
things to retain.
Being from New York state, please take
my word that NEW YORK HATES
THE
YANKEES and watch those Bucs in the
Series...

No! Richard Obrey, the joke is on you.
Upon reading your glorious account of
life here at BCC, I wonder if you really live
here? Your description is one-sided and
distorted at best. Where did you get your
rose colored glasses? I'd sure like some
too.
C'mon low Rich, let's be realistic, there
is nothing glamourous about being isolated
miles from the hub of campus activities in a
cons erted Air Force Barracks.
BCC is not and I emphasize this point. a
'Country Club.'
Granted Residential Life is making some
effort to improve conditions, but they still
have miles to go before the living
conditions here rival those found at Orono.
We also wonder how Mr. Obrey can be
so damn happy about paying more and
receiving less? (It costs more to attend
BCC)
Living in Bangor and commuting to

Life here on the 'farm' is pretty hard to
take after going to school in the 'city'
ever,
day.
The next time someone mentio
ns they
live at BCC, don't think of Rich
Obrey
happily riding his bus; think
about the
inconvenience UMO students, just like
you
have to endure in order to
get an
education.
BCC is a joke, and a bad one.
Send Help!

Donald L. Willard Jr.
309 Rockland Hall
BCC

We've got the spirit
To the Editor:
In the September 28 issue of the
Maine
Campus it was reported that
"Voter
turnout for the General
Student Senate
election Wednesday was low
everywhere
on campus—expect Oxford Hall."
This was an erroneous statement.
Voter
turnout was quite, high in
another
dormitory as well, Colvin Hall.
A 92
percent turnout undoubtedly contrib
uted
significantly to the election of our
Resident
Assistant, Kathryn Knight, to the
Senate.
We wish to take this
opportunity to
remind the Maine Campus that
we do exist

and would greatly appreciate recognition
equal to that received by other dormitories.
This letter is also directed to the person or
persons who prepared the name tag which
identifies Kathy at Senate meetings as a
representative of Estabrooke. Balentine.
and COBURN Halls. Please note: We are
COLVIN!

Sincerely ,
Paula Albert
Colvin President

May your next boss be a woman!

In regard to Carol Saunders' "TV
baseball is not a hit with everyone," (Sept.
To the Editor:
28), the following must be clarified.
It is obvious that this youthful journalist
This letter is in response to
equivocal
is not a baseball masterminded enthusiast.
column -Life at the Big 0.
Not only does she lack considerable
My how generous of you to take
women
baseball knowledge, she fails to underand put them in managerial
positions
stand the intracacies of "The All-American
whenev
er
Sincerely,
you have the opportunity.
Are
Game" that are so prevalent to the
you God?
baseball prodigy!
Just thought I'd ask since you
Thomas H. Burrell
seem to
She claims the "termination of another
have such a wealth of power
149 York Hall
that you can
miserable season."
single-handedly control the destini
es of
Sounds like the words from the average
sorehead Sox fan. How can Carol state that
baseball is the most tiresome of all sports
to be viewed on television?
Sorry girl. but you've overlooked pro
To the Editor:
To the Editor:
basketball where each second of each game
In response to Dan Warren's
is a yawner except for the last 30 seconds of
article
Hurrah for Dan Warren.
"Confessions of a selfish user"
the seventh game of the championship
written
I was glad to see his editorial on Dr. Wednesday. Oct. 3, I believe
series.
Dan Warren
Aceto. It is not often enough that people is very narrow-minded if
Yes, it is true that baseball does not
he thinks that
are
given the praise they deserve (espe- selfish people like himself
appeal to everyone, even when viewed live
will cause
cially administrators).
energy conservationists to fail
and yes, it is true that many sleep through
in their
In
the
little
tasks.
more than a year Dr. Aceto
It seems he expects us to
the televised broadcasts.
patroni
ze
has been at UMO he has earned a well him for his wasteful
But. .let's not forget that baseball is
consuming! It is
deserv
ed
reputat
indeed
ion
with
pitiful
students and
that people like Dan must be
"THE" sport and for the spectator TV is
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second best to being there live.
caring administrator.
When you've acquired enough experiIt's obvious that we must
try and
I can only hope other administrators conserve
ence, both first hand on the diamond and in
our resources. Alan Lewis and
follow his example. Carry on Dr. Aceto! Henry
the stands, you Can positively say that
Hooper should be congratulated
for
baseball is exciting.
their efforts. They are asking
Carol, you surely
us to
Sign
me,
could use some tips on this game.
conserve, which is asking a lot
in some
cases, but more importantly,
I'd rather russle with anacondas than
Concerned Student
they are

To administrators!

schoo! is robbing every one of us a valuable
part of the university experience. I doubt
very much if a row of Air Force Barracks
can ever even approximate life on campus.

those poor standards by females who
undoubtedly would be content to continue
in their passive role had you not
intervened.
I hats awfully big-hearted of you. and
may the woman who interviews you for
your next lob be so kind.
Sincerely.
Jane Pentheny
Bangor

He's an energy lush
raising peopels' consciences.
Some may laugh at energy awareness,
but even these people are at least aware of
the issue. We can only deal with the energy
problem if everyone is aquainted with it.
Dan Warren sounds as if it's difficult to
change habits and conserve. I believe
developing good habits (energy saving or
not), is beneficial and purposeful. Turning
off lights, lowering thermostats, or shuting
off the stereo are far from being
demanding tasks.
Dan should draw the line between
convenience and being lazy!
On behalf of Dan's grandchildren,
Michael Cote
368 Hancock Hall
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I don't know about the rest of you people
out there, but after reading last week's
I hursda) edition of the Campus I got the
distinct impression that I was being
preached to. Not merely informed or
enlightened or even...entertained, but
—.preached to!
Evangelism in print! Throw down your
beer bottles! Turn to the brotherhood of
the Church of the Straight, the Reverend
Carl Pease, graduate in history and
otherwise out-ot-it homo sapiens sapiens,
presiding!
Come to our wonderfully exciting parties
where the focus of attention is on silly
gimmicks (no, NOT spin the bottle),
story-telling, and a profound dislike of Ray
Boston (or rather what he represents.. him
and every other soul associated with rock
'n roll. Little Richard not withstanding)!
Don't get caught "being a 'little lower
than a gorilla,— join up now!
Well, I'm really sorry but I'm afraid that
I Just don't go for this particular species of
bullshit.
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Fuel surcharge
is deceptive
To the Editor:
The $I0 fuel surcharge was created as an
ultimate deception to UMO studeats.
This surcharge implies, directly, that we
%ere charged $10 for increased fuel costs.
Where does the room and board increase
fit in?
Are we to believe that the room and
board increase was due to nothing but food
and room renovations? It is doubtful that
there is such a thing as room renovations.
We are being forced to pay for the newly
completed York Village Apartments and
most students may not know of it.
Furthermore, fuel costs have skyrocketed so much, we may even see a $10-15 fuel
surcharge next year. However, tuition
costs might rise $100 to reflect (invisibly of
course) rising costs of fuel.
Why don't we call a spade a spade and
add $IO to the room and board costs,
followed by an indication that such charge
in room and board was due to some
escalating costs?
For instance, showing the real increase
in food costs and fuel costs resulting in a
certain room and board increases!
As long as the teachers vote themselves
a pay increase of 17 percent, we students
could freeze tuition prices for next year?
Sports passes would probably increase to
$125. Funny? No.
David K. Martin
121 Cumberland Hall

Take that!
To the Editor:
Your columns of late reek of neglect if
not loud-mouthed ignorance. For instance:
your callous attack on Dick Hewes'
hairstyle, footwear and automobile etc.
smells stingingly of the very same
prejudice you allegedly abhor.
While I also am opposed to Hewes'
personal and political views on several
critical social issues, too many times have I
seen these issues become platforms for
cutthroat defamation, such as yours (Head
locust, Friday 9-28-79).
I'm incensed at the idea that this may
continue, paving the way for a Hatfield/
McCoy-type existence between campus
groups of conflicting viewpoint.
In earnest.
T Spotten

Perhaps it's time that someone let loose
from this side of the fence (and outside of
High Times) instead of just taking it (lying
down, of course) from the other side. Let's
take a trip through Mr. Pease's mind...
Okay, I'm going to stop and think for a
minute. Yes, I do zig-zag my way home a
bit every once in a while; no, I've never
been to a party "the sole reason for which
is to see how many gallons of beer can be
consumed:" and no, I don't very often
have a good time that I do not associate
with getting at least "tipsy."
IF THE ANSWER IS ONLY ONCE A
SEMESTER, THAT IS TOO MANY
TIMES.
Had I mean, you gotta be kidding. You
oughta try being realistic (for a change?).
Like maybe there should be a sign posted
at each keg party saying "have only one
beer and you'll have a far better time."
Perhaps it's high time (hey,hey) to
realize that not everyone aspires to the
same idea of a good time that you do, Mr
Pease.
For me, and I could care less for you, a
good time entails doing things in a
different way from the weekly day-to-day
routine of tedium that I'm used to, and if it
involves (every once in a while, and
certainly more than once a semester)
changing my consciousness through the
drug of my choice. I see very little wrong
with it.
By this, of course. I would not mean to
couple the ingestion of mind-altering

substances with activities such as driving
or most any others which presuppose, for
safety purposes, the state of reality to
which we ascribe the term "normal."
I truly fail to see, though, how enjoyment
of things such as listening to music or
engaging. in conversation with others is
rendered IMPOSSIBLE through the loss of
contrc! of some of my faculties. Numerous
are the times I can recall listening to and
enjoying incredible music or engaging in
highly stimulating conversation while
having lost control of some of my faculties.

;...••• •

"

And at this point I can imagine, if I may
be so presumptuous, that your reaction,
Mr. Pease, may be something along these
lines; namely, that I "didn't really enjoy
myself during those aforementioned times,
but merely thought" I did "at the time."
Well sir, I don't want to shake heaven
and earth out from under every self-righteous inch of your soul, but if! can look back
upon any times I've had and label them
'enjoyable,'just who the hell are you to say
they weren't?
Let's get some things straight (oh, no!)
hiere. if we may. The distinction between
human beings and their primate cousins is
not in our ability to communicate and
control our actions, but is rather in our
ability for highly developed processes of
intellectual thought.
Come on up and join us any time, Mr.
Pease. You have nothing to lose but your
fear of losing control.
Bill Flack
Estabrooke Hall

Yesterday's snowfall was early for the
season, even in Maine, but the record was
in 1959 when snow fell on Sept. 15. [photo
by GeorRe Burdick)

All is alive and well at the UMO barns
To the Editor:
I realize that newspaper persons are not
experts on the subjects of which they chose
to write, nor should they have to be. Yet it
seems that their opinions should have a
good deal of merit and support behind
them.

I am writing to perhaps, if not correct, to
show a more appropriate light on the
controversial commentary in a recent issue
of the Maine Campus.
The horses at the UMO barns are far
from being neglected.
The ration fed to each is appropriate for

Diseased trees across campus
need more research, treatment
To the Editor:
Many people are aware of the fact
that nature maintains itself by means
of cycles which result, in part, from
the germination and decomposition
of biomass.
Specifically, this holds true for
flora in and out of "urban"
environments such as the university.
However, because aesthetics play
an important role in any urban
environment man's role in manipulating these cycles is vital in order to
maintain these aesthetics.
As a case in point let's consider
the current state of many of the trees
on campus. One has only to take a
walk around the older sections of
campus, look up into the tops of
many trees, and notice dead and
dying branches. Whether they were
killed by the ravages of Dutch elm
disease or other diseases is not of
primary importance at this point.
What is important is the timely
and expedient removal of the dead
and dying wood (sanitation by
pruning) for these reasons: to help
preclude future incidence of disease,
particularly Dutch elm disease; to
improve the aesthetic quality of the
campus; and to prevent possible
human injury owing to decayed
falling branches.
Many have noticed the "whiteleaved" conifers around the south
end of the union.

This is a combined result of heavy
scale infestation and lack of timely
and expedient control measures. At
this point, man's intervention is
needed to restore the trees' vigor.
ensure future growth, and inhibit
new infection.
Also, many have asked, "Do the
mushrooms growing on many of the
older maples hurt the tree?" Due to
any of a number or combination of
factors, e.g. soil compaction, pruning and /or natural wound infection
by fungi and bacteria, etc. these
trees which show signs(mushrooms)
and symptoms (large and extensive
cracks, broken branches, sparse
foliage) are diseased in one way or
another. The only answer to the
unbecoming situation is to clean it up
(removal and replanting) thereby
improving the attractiveness and
safety of the area.
Positive attitudes and priorities
put into direct action by persons who
are responsible for maintaining the
aesthetics and health of the campus
trees is the only key to proper
treatment. If these attitudes and
priorities need to be reassessed, so
be it!
In the meantime the problem
cannot be resolved without prompt
and responsible action.
Steven J. Day
Dept. Botany and Plant
Pathology

their own metabolism. Since each horse's
system is different, a different ration is
formulated for each.
When the bell tolls and your time is up
there's no backing out. This is true with
horses as well as people. The horse that
died last year was a sixteen-year-old
Morgan.
Morgans are known for their hyperactivity and he was no exception. His
metabolism was running on high for
sixteen years and finally it ran out. This is a
very understandable situation.
Today, alive and well, at the UMO barns
lives Zambo. His is close to twenty-five
years old and anyone that has ridden him
knows that there's a lot of salt left in him
yet. Zambo is one of a kind. Not many
horses have lived so long and so well.
I will be the first to agree that the horse
barn needs a coat of paint and the riding
ring can use the repairs planned for this

When the bell tolls and
your time is up
there's no backing out
semester, but it's the people and the time
that they put in that makes it all
worthwhile.
Why should the program be evaluated
on the basis of the money spent on
luxuries?
It is true that some of the horses travel
their summer away instead of having a
vacation like most of us. In fact, last
summer "Babe" put on over 3,000 miles.
She traveled all over the state teaching
4-Her's how to take care of their horses.
Also. I am proud to say that our 4-H
team from Maine represented us well at
the New Englands. They were the envy of
all the states that participated. We should
be proud of the job that Jack is doing at
UMO and all over Maine.
Willie Sawyer
Sr. AnV major

new england
York inmates tense
update
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Dickey fund okayed
W ALTHAM, MASS. — President Carter
okayed a $700,000 congressional appropriation to continue studies of the
controversial Dickey-Lincotn Hydra-Electric project in northern Maine.
The announcement came yesterday from
the Army Corps of Engineers Division in
Waltham Massachusetts.
Division Engineer Max Scheider said the
money will be used to prepare recommendations on softening the environmental impact of the proposed twin-dam
project on the Saint John River. Scheider
emphasized that the recommendations will
be included in a final environmental impact
statement on the project, which is required
before congress can appropriate construction funds.
Scheider said construction of the project
would begin in 1983, barring any further
delays.

Protesters injured
HAMPTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE—Police dispersed about 100 anti-nuclear
protesters yesterday as they tried to block a
van taking Seabrook protesters to a New
Hampshire court hearing.
Several of the protesters trying to block
the van were injured when police picked
them up and threw them out of the way.
Ambulance workers said at least two
protesters were hurt seriously, and four or
five others were bloodied.
The protesters were at the courthouse to
protest the arraignment of 12 people
arrested during this weekend's demonstrations at the site of the Seabrook Plant.

Rail born-again
UTICA, NEW YORK—Rumbling over
tracks reclaimed from the wilderness, the
born-again Adirondack Railway formally
resumed train service yesterday through
the scenic wilds of upstate New York from
Utica to Lake Placid.
Two years of construction and millions of
taxpayer's dollars were required to get the
trains rolling for the first time since the line
was dropped by the Penn Central in 1965.
The rails were ready just in time to serve
the 1980 Winter Olympics in February.
Yesterday's inaugural run covered 140
miles in six hours, giving state officials,
olympic organizers and other invited riders
a chance to enjoy the fall foliage and a trip
through nostalgia.
The original Adirondack and St. Lawrence Railroad, from the main line at Utica
north-northeast to Lake Placid, was built in
1892. Ca wed along mountainsides, stretched over wild gorges and hacked through
dense forests, the line was considered a
spectacular engineering triumph.

The

ALFRED — Inmates at the York County
Jail in Alfred said tensions are building
among inmates because of conditions
there.
The inmates said medical services and
showers are inadequate and that there's no
library. They complained that the Sheriff
often gives unannounced guided tours and
that inmates aren't always fully clothed.
The inmates also objected to the television
surveillinCe of -some rooms and shower
areas because they said there are often
women on duty at the desk where the
monitors are.
County Sheriff Wesley Phinney said he
has met with some prisoners and that he's
doing as much as he can as quickly as he
can to keep things under control.
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HARTFORD,
VERMONT—Hartford
police said they received a report that
someone jumped into the Connecticut
River from the Interstate 89 bridge—between Vermont and New Hampshire—
Sunday.
But they say a search of the area by
Hartford and Lebanon, New Hampshire.
police did not turn up anything.

national
and world
Cambodians starving
WASHINGTON—The State Department
said the U.S. will try to get food to starving
Cambodians—even though the Vietnamese
-backed government there has been
discouraging foreign aid.
The number of Cambodians facing
starvation has been estimated at up to
three million.
"Going ahead can be a problem, but the
alternative is even worse," a State
Department official said.

UN buzzed
UNITED NATIONS—Security officers at
the United Nations complex in New York
ordered thousands of employees to leave
yesterday because a man was buzzing a
nearby building in a small plane. '
Police said the young man flying the
plane was angry at a publishing firm he
used to work for, located near the UN
headquarters.
A spokesman at the New York Post"
said the newspaper received a cassette
tape from the unidentified pilot. The
spokesman would not release the information stored on the tape but police listened
to the tape and questioned the paper's
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The sights and sounds ofthe Organizational Fair can be a little terrifying when you're
strapped in a pack on a back. [photo by Mark Munro]
editors.
The police would not say what company
the man had worked for, nor would they
describe his complaint.
At last report, two police helicopters
were in the air, trying to talk the man into
landing.

LONDON—Britain must make a decision
whether to continue the Zimbabwe Rhodesian peace talks.
The British-hosted talks broke down
Monday when Guerrilla Alliance leaders
rejected key sections of a draft constitution. The proposed constitution—which
would officially grant Rhodesia independence—strips the white minority of
effective political control. It would grant
the three percent minority 20 percent of the
parliament's seats for seven years. The
guerrillas claimed the constitution would
entrench the white's power.

Decision upheld
WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court
upheld a lower court decision yesterday
overruling a wrongful death judgment
against two white Boston police officers

Officers Dennis McKenna and Edward
Holland were attracted to Bowden's car
because they thought it might have been
one used in a holdup only hours before.
Although the Bowden family's suit
claimed the shooting was unprovoked, the
officers testified Bowden tried to kill one of
them with his car.

Accused hangs self
SAN FRANCISCO—The accused San
Francisco sniper of this past weekend—
Wayne Cullinane—is dead.
Authorities said he hanged himself in his
jail cell early yesterday, apparently using a
strip of bed sheet.
The sniper had fired more than 50 shots
from the 16th floor of a building where he
was holed up.

2 DRINKS FOR
THE PRICE OF 1!

Saturday and Sunday, October 13 and 14, 1979
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. each day
Field House, University of Maine at Orono
Homecoming is a festive, annual event on the University
of Maine at Orono campus and alumni, parents, and
friends return to renew anuaintances and contacts with
our school. Some of the popular features include such
activities as a Yankee Conference football game,
fireworks display, concerts and a dance. This year a
Crafts Fair has been added and the chosen theme will
center around a 'Salute to Maine Craftsmen.'
Nearly 200 Maine craftsmen will exhibit their goods
and some will actually demonstrate their crafts in the
UMO Field House. The public is cordially invited. Free
admission to the fair area.

Bowden. a 25 year-old maintenance
worker at Boston City Hospital, was shot to
death as he sat in his car on the morning of
January 29, 1975.

Talks break down

First Annual Universit: of
Maine
Homecoming Crafti Fair

who killed a black hospital worker in 1975.
A jury had awarded $500,000 to the
family of James Bowden, but the award
was overturned by a federal appeals court,
which found certain evidence had been
excluded from the initial civil trial.

with happy hour prices all night

THE RAMADA INN'S

Banana Disco
Get your club card from : Maine Campus, Lord Hall
Janice Anderson 581-7601 UMO
Pam Pease
947-8575 UMO
Karen Provost
947-0826 BCC

357 Odlin Rd.
411. 4W 4110. 4....AW

947-6961
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The children of UMO
bN, David Caouette
Children laughing, riding tricycles, and
finger-painting are just a few of the daily
scenes at the UMO Chilren's Center on
College Ave.
Linda Lerner, director, explained the
purpose of the Center. "We provide
quality child care for parents that have to
be away from home all or part of the day."
The idea for the Center came about in
1973 when a group of students saw a need
for quality day-care, Lerner said. The
center opened in 1974 when the university
donated their present white building.
"The center offers a total developmental
program for 20 youngsters between the
ages of three to five," said Lerner. Even
though the 20 spaces are currently filled,
Lerner says the center can still help
parents searching for day-care.
"I keep a waiting list and the Center also
supervises family day-care homes in the
community," said Lerner.
These are
private homes in the area that offer day
care services, said Lerner.
Gary Quimby, assistant director, said
the Center has three recreation rooms, a
kitchen and offices.
"Through fund-

raising projects, we were able to purchase
fencing for the back yard and we now have
an expanded outdoor play area," he said.
Director Lerner said the Center has six
employees in addition to eight to ten
students— some of which are.. work-study.
Donna Boutin, a sophomore education
major, enjoys working with the children.
"This is my second year working here and I
think this is great experience The kids are
a lot of fun," said Boutin.
The federal government is the major
funding contributor, said Lerner. "We
also receive some funds from the state, the
university, local communities and student
government," said Lerner. This year's
operating budget is around $80 thousand
said Lerner.
Lerner said the Center is here to serve
university students who are parents and
the local community.
The Center wants to help with a parent's
day-care needs, said Lerner.
"All I ask," said Lerner, "is that parents
give me notice ahead of time." The Center
has difficulty helping parents with only 2 or
3 days prior notice, she said.
According to Lerner, the demand for
child-care is great and the Center is open to
help out.
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•Appalachian
Murdock said the biggest piece of advice
he could give to anyone thinking of hiking
the trail was not to take anything with you
you think you might break or that you don't
trust.
At the start of the trip, Murdock said his
pack weighed 55 pounds. He eventually
lightened his pack to 45 pounds. "I lost a
lot of stuff and just never replaced it. I
learned how to do without," he said.
Murdock said hikers are especially
vulnerable on the trail when they have to
replace gear. "You usually don't know the
area and have no idea where to get the
proper gear at a reasonable price."
The hike cost Murdock approximately
$750. He said he spent about $15 a week on
food. "I ate quite a lot." Murdock said,
who said this is more expensive than it
should be because you have to buy your
food at small country stores that charge
more.
Other expenses included mailing,
equipment replacement and lodging. Mur-

dock said equipment costs shouldn't be
that much, but he did have to replace a
broken pack frame once.
Murdock also said he was outraged at
the lodging fees charged by the Appalachian Mountain Club, the group that takes
care of the trail.
' Most of the time I avoided their huts.
They charged $15 per night, which
included breakfast, dinner and a bunk,"
Murdock said.
"I personally went to see the wilderness," Murdock said. "Every state had
something beautiful that 1 probably
missed, but I saw as much as I could."
He called Maine the wildest section of
the trail. Murdock said other sections were
somewhat wild, but nothing compared to
Maine.
"You do your best thinking in the
wildernass," Murdock said. "I got used to
getting up with the sun and going to bed at
sundown."
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Ministers gather
(ZNS) An organization of 2000 ministers
called "Christian Voice" says it will issue a
nationwide "report card" on how congressional lawmakers vote, particularly on
abortion, homosexuality, pornography,
and "anti-Communism."
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Bangor received one inch of snow yesterday; Augusta. two inches; Rumford four inches
and Portland. only a dusting of snow. [photo by Mitch Tarr]

r:.

The mnisters say they want "Christian
Voice" to be the focal point of a nationwide
effort to mobilize the fundamentalist
Christian voting public to elect conservative candidates and defeat liberal ones in
the 1980's.
"Christian Voice" says it hopes to raise
$2 million to distribute to candidates it
favors in next year's elections, as well as to
turn out an army of workers to help
candidates it favors.
The organization says that in the past,
officers of most churches have been
reluctant to get involved in political
debates and fundraising for fear of losing

their tax exempt status.
"Christian
Voice", however, says it has not applied
for a tax exemption, and contributions to it
will not be tax deductible.

Gays spied upon
(ZNS) Brigham Young University has
reportedly been conducting a covert spying
program aimed against gays.
Paul Richards, Director of Public Relations for the school, has confirmed charges
by the American Civil Liberties Union that
university security police staked out gay
bars and wrote letters to a gay newspaper
soliciting responses from readers in an
effort to identify gays on the Mormon
campus.

The Mormon Church has a strict ban on
homosexuality. The anti-gay police actions
have reportedly been stopped as a result of
the A.C.L.U. charges.

The daily

Maine Campus

Do you love her?
Tell her so in a

The Bangor area's

Maine Campus
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personal ad.
The price is minimal and
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Colby's Tim Rice manages to keep the ball away from Dave Myers in the 4-0 contest
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Alumni Field looked like a Currier and
Ives print Tuesday.
Not only did the snow fall, but so did the
Black Bear booters in a 4-0 game loss to
Colby College.

Ablit""P
The game started with both teams trying
to adjust to the snow-blanketed turf.
Cutting and faking proved impossible, and
only one referee showed up for the start of
the game.
The whole scene had a
surrealistic effect.

Slushy, snowy conditions tripped up UMO soccer offense.John Hardy takes a spill as
teammate Mike Pechulis waits with Colby's Josh Burns for the soccer ball to reappear.

PHOTOS BY

JON SIMMS AND BILL MASON

Colby's Tom Betro scored first on a
breakaway. UMO's goalie Tom Stocker
watched helplessly as Betro deposited the
ball behind him.
Betro scored again on an indirect kick
later in the half, to give Colby the lead at
the half. 2-0.
Neither team could score early in the
second half. UMO had an early breakaway
when Bill Meader on wing crossed the ball

to midfielder Jeff Smith, who fired.
Colby's goalie Bill Moorman deflected it,
and the next shot went wide.
Colby's Dick Muther scored on a penalty
kick after a foul in the goal area, for the
third point. Betro. Colby's leading scorer
with 7 goals and 3 assists, added one more
for the final shut-out score.
•••

Maine controlled the ball, but was just
unable to put it in the goal cage. Colby's
Moorman was spectacular in preserving
his shutout.
Moorman had 13 saves and Maine's
Stocker stopped 7.
Maine had 22
shots-on-goal compared to Colby's 16.
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Maine's next game will be against New
Hampshire on Homecoming Saturday at
2:30 p.m.
The UMO
game againsl
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Rennie Prom demonstrates strong

Th

UMO offense
He's down and the ball is theirs. Peter Baker loses hisfoothold as teammate John Quigley
comes to hi; aid.
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UMO rivals Bates in volleyball
tournament today
by Dale McGarrigle
Staff writer

"We're ready for it. We're the only
team to have defeated Orono, and we'd like
to make it a trio:titian," said - Bates volleyball Coach Gloria Crosby.
"They're the only team to beat us. The
main thing how is to get that back,"
countered UMO volleyball Coach Janet
Anderson.
Bates edged Maine in the first tournament of the season for both teams on
Sept. 22. Coach Anderson remarked,
"That was at the end of a long day. Today
will be a different match altogether."
Bates and UMO will meet again today at
3:30 p.m. to play two matches in Lengyel
Gym. The first will be a best-of-five match,
and the second a best-of-three. "It will
give all the players on both teams a chance
to play," Anderson said.
Bates, 8-6, has been fairly consistent.
Coach Crosby commented, "Service is one

of our strengths. One weakness may be
lack of movement. We've been working on
_that. and .we're hoping to speed-up our _
game."
Bates' starting six is composed of hitters
Joan Brambley (captain), Allison MacDonald. Sue MacDougall, and Ellen
Wilkinson, and setters Anna Schroder and
Kippi Fagertund,(both captains) or Mindy
Hanssen. Also seeing action will be hitters
Carolyn Evans and Jean Grant.
Maine will probably go with -hitters Mary
Jane Ryan and Karen Peterson (cocaptains), Linda Smith, Kathy Etter, and
Sabina Lindsay, with setter Carole Wise
and hitter Lisa DeBruyckere alternating.

Crosby added, "We'd never take Orono
lightly. They've been too strong a team for
too long to do that. It's going to be a tough
game any way you look at it."
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It's never too early to start practicing for Rugby. [photo by Bill Mason]
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Sorry, no Sox for sale

penalty
for the
; scorer
ie more

Oilman Marvin Davis reportedly is
getting closer to buying a major
league team — said to be the
Chicago White Sox — and moving it
to Denver. But Sox owner Bill Veeck
says his team is "not for sale."
There's speculation that if the Sox
did move to Denver, the Oakland A's
would take their place in Chicago.
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The UMO women's field hockey team clears the field of Tuesday's snow for today's
game against Bates.

Pats tie for top spot
With a little help from the Oakland
Raiders, the New England Patriots
today find themselves in a tie for first
place in the AFC East. The Raiders
beat Miami 13-to-3 Monday, handing the Dolphins their second loss of
the season. Both Miami and New
England now have 4-and-2 records.

Bye-bye Marvin?
It could be the end of the line for
Marvin Barnes. The former Boston
Celtic and Providence College AllAmerican was put on waivers today
by the San Diego Clippers. Although
most teams gave up on Barnes after
he was cut by the Celtics for a series
of disciplinary problems last season,
Clippers Coach Gene Shue has
hoped to make a reclamation project
out of him. But the 6'9" forward was
let go today because of knee trouble.
The Clippers, meanwhile, have a
bunch of injury problems. Center
Bill Walton is on crutches with a sore
ankle; his backup, Swen Nater, is
treating a thigh bruise and guard
Brian Taylor is nursing a persistent
headache after a mild concussion.
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1 Mom and Dad
Tired of hearing no news
from UMO?
Subscribe to the daily

Maine Campus
$1.40 per week.
Five issues Monday through Friday,
mailed first class to you each Friday
The daily Maine Campus
It's like a letter from college.

Need a ride?
Let us know.
Every Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday,
we print free of charge
a special ride board:
'Going Your Way'.
Just send us your name,
address, phone number,
destination and time.
Do it daily with the Maine Campus!
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Many people think
very highly of us.
For a lot of wrong reasons.

vol. 1

We don't produce aircraft. Even though our name is Hughes Aircraft Company. You will
find us, however, at the forefront in electronics. If it's aerospace, radar, communications, hardware/software engineering and more, Hughes Support Systems will be there.
We've built a reputation around the world for innovation in demanding and diverse technologies.

by Tim M
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At Hughes Support Systems we offer the recent engineering graduate a broad range of
experience in the formative career years. And you have the opportunity to work on an
extremely wide variety of sophisticated state-of-the-art electronic systems,such as: airborne
and spaceborne radar avionics; Infrared, TV and laser guided tactical systems; automatic
test systems and computer controlled trainer/simulators.
If you want to design, p an, write, train or maintain, you couldn't find a better place. Our
engineers work in Los . ngeles, throughout the U.S. and around the world. And you could
be one of them. The work's exciting and we're still growing. That means career advancement for you. Your new BS or MS in Electrical Engineering, Physics or Software Engineering
can mean a chance to work and learn about Hughes' products from inception to operation.
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We offer a real future both professionally and personally. With continuing education programs to help you advance. Plus the stability of electronics leader, Hughes, with its backlog of over $4 billion and more than 1,500 diversified programs. Our headquarters are adjacent to the prime beach communities of Los Angeles. This allows Hughes Support
Systems employees to enjoy the benefits of coastal living and the recreational, cultural
and educational advantages of Southern California.
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Graduating? Think of Hughes. For the right reasons.
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Let's get together. Call collect or write to:
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Degree
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Creating a new world with eleCtrOniCs
An equal opportunity employer. INIF/HC
Citizenship required
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Professional Employment
Hughes Support Systems
P O. Box 90515
Los Angeles, CA 90009
Attn. Bill Campana
(213)641.6691
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School ___
Areas of interest
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